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Congress to Consider Legislation
Which Bars Campus Speech Codes

Wooster Greeks Anticipate
Positive Pledging Experience

Hyde Amendment Goes Before House
AMY M. DANA
Voice Staff Writer
A bill that could affect the College
of Wooster's Code of Social Responsibility will be considered dur
ing the Second session of the 102nd
Congress which will convene January 21, 1992.
U.S. Representative Henry Hyde
.)
introduced the Collegiate
Speech Protection Act of 1991, HR
1380', which would amend the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, Title VI, to read
"Sec. 607 (a) A postsecondary institution that is a program or activity
shall not make or enforce any rule
subjecting any student to disciplinary sanctions solely on the basis of
conduct that is speech or other communication protected from governmental restriction by the first article
of amendment to the Constitution of
the United States."
This legislation would give students at private institutions, such as
the College of Wooster, the right to
challenge in federal court those college or university codes which have
penalties for alleged
Although it was introduced on
March 12, 1991, it is currently in the
House Judiciary Committee's sub(R-Ill-

w iiiv

hate-speec- h.

Eileen Stevens, founder of Committee to Halt Useless College Killings
(chuck), spoke to a group of "92 pledges in lean lecture room on
Tuesday night.
Photo by Paul Borden
1
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week for their pledging
5
ANN
activities and must allow for two hours
Voice Staff Writer
The "92 Greek initiation period of uninterrupted personal study time
begins Sunday and will continue for for pledges between 7 p.m. and 11
the next two weeks. Stimulating pjn., Sunday through Thursday.
It is also important to remember
achievement, cultivating new friendexperience
of
having
all pledging activities are to take
the
that
ships and
ideal
the
place on campus and no alcohol is
brother and sisterhood are
permitted at initiation activities.
goals of the initiation process.
Hazing is the biggest concern of
Christy Quigley, President of
Council voiced excitement any initiation period. Hazing, as dewhen she stated, "We are trying to fined by the state of Ohio, is "doing
and act or coercing another, includmake the pledging process as
ing the victim, to do any act of initiative as possible."
Quigley went on to state her con- tion to any student or other organizacern about the negative ideas some tion that causes or creates a substanpeople have toward the initiation pro- tial risk of causing mental or physical
cess, "People are frightened by se- harm to any person."
Wooster Greeks work closely with
crecy. Thev need to understand that
initiation is not secret because it is the administration to minimize the
negative. We're not trying to intimi- possibility of such activities occurring.
date or frighten pledges."
will
The Greek Life committee reviews
period
Wooster's initiation
proposals every year in atJanuary
initiation
take place between Sunday,
19 and Saturday, February 1. with tempts to get closer to the ideal sharSunday, January 27 to be a free day. ing experience where actives and
. ,
Greeks are allowed a maximum of pledges are learning together.
ter-cl-

ub

.

committee on Civil and Constitutional

Rights. George Fishman, Legislative Counsel to Rep. Hyde,, is now
trying to arrange for a hearing with
the committee. A spokesperson from
said
the office of the
that she will not know if any specific
plans are going to be made until Congress is in session
Concerning his bill. Rep. Hyde
stated, "I think part of growing up is
learning how to deal with opinions
you hate. Shooting the messenger is
not a way to deal with bad news or
unpopularopinions. We need to teach
sub-committ-

--

ee

people how to defend themselves with
better ideas. I do not condone bigoted speech," he said, "but driving
such sentiments underground through
academic sanctions does not eliminate bigotry, it just makes it fester."
The Hyde bill is receiving support
from the Carnegie Foundation for the

Advancement of Teaching which
supports a ban on restrictive speech
codes. In its report Campus Life: In
Search of a Community, it cites
Harvard University's President, Derek Bok, who said, "Although such
demeaning statements are deplorable, they are presumed to be protected under the Constitution, and
should be equally so on the campus.
Whom will we trust to censor com

Sub-Committ-

ee

munications and decide which ones
are 'too offensive' or 'too inflamma- tory' or too devoid of intellectual

content?"
The bill has also been endorsed by
the American Civil Liberties Union.

A.CX.U. President Nadine Strossen
said, "As society strives for a greater
commitment to equal opportunity in
academia, it must not and need not
relax its unequivocal commitment to
free speech."

College of Wooster President
Henry Cope land did not know of HR
1380, but upon hearing a reading of
the bill in an interview, found Rep.
Hyde's bill to be ambiguous. "It
could lead to frivolous suits," he said.
He recalled Justice Holmes' "undue
harm" doctrine which declared that a
person cannot shout "fire!" in a
crowded movie theater because of
the potential harm to other persons.
President Copeland supports the
College's Code of Social Responsibility and believes that it makes the
necessary distinction between two
types of speech one type which does
not harm and one which is directed
toward an individual and thus may
have negative consequences. He believes that since Wooster is a private

Continued on page
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New Post Office Guidelines Announced

deemed suspicious. This incident
raised many questions about the confidentiality of United States and campus mail.
Since publication of that story, the
staff of the post office, working with
the Lowry Center Director's Office,
began an investigation into the policies of the mail room. According to
Lowry Center Director Bob Rodda,
the delay with processing the new
guidelines occurred because "every
kind of procedure in the mail room"
was examined in detail. Much of the
of the office carry out these services. process involved a "discussion on
the post office has implemented poli getting mail to its intended recipicies which will speed the delivery of ent when it's misaddressed." Rodda
added that balancing confidentiality
such mail to its intended recipients.
The call for new guidelines came and privacy with delivery problems
with the early November publication took a considerable amount of time
of a story in the Wooster Voice which to investigate.
There are "Not a whole lot" of new
reported that the staff of the post
office had violated students' rights to guidelines, according to Rodda. "We
privacy by slowing delivery of mail tried to pull everything together...to
sent from a campus organization be clear up things that are ambiguous."
Breaking the services of the post
cause the content of the mail was
LAUREN COHEN
Voice News Editor
Guidelines for the Lowry Center
postal substation were set and implemented early this month, in preparation for the return of students.
summary of regulaThe two-pations' identifies specific policies of
the post office, as well as guidelines
forpatrons. As stated in the bulletin,
the goal of the post office "is to pro
cess and deliver U.S. mail, campus
mail and packages efficiently and
effectively." To help the employees
ge

office into four categories general
guidelines, meter mail, intercampus
mail and post box 'stuffings,' specific policies have been set relating to
each division.
In general, patrons of the post office should pay' specific attention to
the address and postage appearing on
the piece of mail to be sent "Improperly or inadequately addressed mail
will be de!ayed...In cases where the
campus post office ascertains that a
piece of mail has inadequate postage,
it will return the piece of mail to the
sender.," the guidelines state. Furof a piece of
thermore, the
mail marked postage due may be
responsible for the payment of that
fee. Any student receiving offensive
or harassing material through the mail
"should refer to the Code of Social
Responsibility ...andor contact security."
The explicit meter mail policy
which applies largely to faculty and
ent

i
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Rubbermaid Spells New Trustee
for the College of Wooster
SHAWN HARRIS
Voice Staff Writer
Chairman of the board and chief
executive officer of Rubbermaid
Walter W. Williams was
ejected to the board of trustees at the
College of Wooster.
As CEO of the Rubbermaid Corporation, director of the Sherwin-WilliaCompany and Stanley
and
Work, and fcrrner
general manager of General Electric
Housewares and Audio Projects Division from 1979 to 1983, Williams
brings with him a broad spectrum of
In-corporated

ms

vice-presid-

ent

relations and accomplishments.

President Henry Cope land said that
this background makes the College
"fortunate to have Williams." Fur
ther, Copeland feels that "(Williams
brings a valuable perspective on the
College's role in both the local and
the international communities."
Williams' name was presented
along with several others by the Com-miaofNominations, which is made
trp of cut rent board of trustees mem-ber- s.
He was elected October 12.
1991 to this position. Williams duties as a board of trustee member will
include placement on the Admissions Policy Committee and the Fi
ee

Sitting in the Lap of Luxury

nancial Committee.
The native ofUtica, New York and
magna cum laude graduate of Utica
College of Syracuse University marks
him clearly as a community leader.
From 1983 to 1987. Williams went
from chairman of the board and presi
dent of the Gcnerzl Electric Informa
tion Services Company to lenior
forcorporate marketing and
sales, when be served with
Rubbermaid from 1986 B 1987.
In addition to these accomplishments. Williams holds a position on
the board of trustees of the Wooster
.
YMCA and Boys Village.
-

vice-presid-

ent

Approval Must Be Sought for Campus Mail Stuffings

n

"Intercampus mail may not be ' be stuffed must be approved by the
staff states that "only mail with a used. ..to advertise events featuring ' manager of the post office. Accord- College of Wooster return address alcoholic beverages." Rodda spe- ing to Rodda. this approval is neces
including an indication of the' aca- cifically cautioned students to "be sary because "we're really doing the
demic or administrative department caref ul" about accidentally dropping distribution for the whole mail room."
Regarding the privacy and confito be charged for the postage will be campus mail down the fust class slot.
mailbox stuffings will dentiality of mail, the policy states.
metered." If this criterion is not met.
the item win be returned to the sender. be done on "Tuesday. Wednesday ' "The privacy and confidentiality of
Campus mail "must measure at and Thursday." but only after regular all property addressed VS. and cam
least 3 12 by 5 inches." If the in- mail delivery has occurred. Accord; pus mail will be respected at all
tended recipient is a student, that ing to the guidelines, stuffings must timesThe responsibility for the con-
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All-camp- us

student's name and box number must
appear on the item. Mail intended for
faculty or staff "needs only the
recipient's name." The post office
will not deliver perishable items
through campus mail. Further, ac-cording to the new guidelines.

be scheduled four business days in
advance, except during "peak demand" weeks.' when they must be
scheduled a minimum of seven days
in advance. Such peak times include
the beginning of the semester. Prior
to stuffing, the content of the item to

tent of items sent through the mail lies
with the sender of the item. The

College does not assume responsibil-it- y Students retuinino from Wintdi Brajc last weekend pound new seatinoJ
for the con tent of items sent through w the Lowky Centex Cafeteria. The old chairs were purchased whem
the mail." A copy of the new guide Lower Center first opened in 1968.
Photo by Dan Stefantuk
lines is posted at the post office, with
chairs, but parts can still be ordered.
additional copies available on request DANADEWEESE
News Editor
which is why the ovens, but not the
Recently, the College of Wooster chairs, continue to be used.
Food Service replaced the old chairs '. Food Service Funds did not pay for
also means that during an IS advising in Lowry Dining Hall with new seal- the new chairs, which were purchased
NEWS SERVICES
will be more at a cost of approximately $70,000.
It's the middle of the night, and The conference with a student, a faculty ing. The new chairs
maintain, said Businesses often use Lowry Center
College of Wooster's Andrews Li- member can search Wooster's library practical to repair and
Howard Dining Hall for employee recognition
brary has dosed for the day. Bui that holdings right from his or her office to Food Service Director
dining dinners and other functions while
in
the
chairs
old
The
Raber.
rewill no longer stop Wooster students help the student locate needed
1968,
when Wooster students are on break. "It was
in
were
purchased
hall
and faculty from conducting research search materials.
as a in that context that the gifts came."
functioned
first
Lowry
Center
"I used it the minute k was set up
in (he campus library or even, in fact,
cafeteria.
union
and
said President Henry Copeland.
in dozens oflibraries across the nation. with a couple of my IS advisees." said student
manufactured
seating
was
Raber said new chairs have been
The old
"By combining the capabilities of John Gates, professor of history. "It's
to
difficult
in the planning for some time, but no
computer valuable at the beginning stages of an in Finland, making it too
the College'scampus-wid- e
quality other major equipment changes will
network with the services provided IS project, because a student and I can order parts and maintain the
nonInternet, anyone search the library holdings to see if a of the equipment. "It's like having a ( occur iq the near future. Other
by the nation-wid- e
trying, to , food items such as carpeting, which
wift a personal computer or access to line of research is possible- in terms of Volkswagen Beetle and
years, is
Ro is replaced every four-fiv- e
said.
repaired."
Raber
have
it
is
a campus computer terminal will now the available materials.- It also
long-terin
for
cafete
accounted
the
always
in
the
ovens
of
back
tary
be able to access many card catalogs useful later in the process to check if
,.
original set of budget planning.
a
r ' '
at a wide variety of college and uni- an advisee is making the best use of ria are as dated the
versity research libraries around the the library collections to support his
- SPUING DItEAIC '92
country at most rimes of the day," or her research."
Clr."x'
said Margo Warner CurL head of .. While Gates said he was one of the
'JAMAICA FItOM $433
'"'
fl PCH COLLECT
technical services at Wooster's biggest skeptics on campus when the
CANCUN FItOM M0
whole concept was proposed, he isn't
Andrews library '
FLOrJDAFT.0:.I$lX9
That means a Wooster student cne anymore. "My experience with
Scholarships, Grants and
TRAVEL FUEE!
working on an Independent Study other libraries' electronic caialogs was
Aid r :
.
Financial
:
unreliORGANIZE A SMALL
thesis can sit at his or her desk in a tha they were slow and often
residence hall on campus and browse able. One of the things that I like best
"
GROUP. FOU INFO AND
itInfcrmiticn
Free
is
that
system
new
Wooster's
in
about
libraries
holdings
of
through the
rxccnvATiONS ,
exL'2333
Pittsburgh or Los Angeles to see what is very fast. You can kip through the
'
uri-eira4- )
is available on the particuhr topic. It"catt!cg to locate what you're after.

Applications Now College of Wooster Students Access the
Nation's Libraries with Internet
Available for Regents Fellowship
PAUL CHRISTIANS ON
Special to the Voice
The Wooster competition for a 1992
Ohio Board of Regents Graduate
is now open. Wooster seniors
who have compiled a strong academic
record and who plan graduate study in
Ohio are encouraged to compete.
The successful Wooster student will
receive an Ohio Regents Fellowship
award in the amount of S3 .500 each
year for two years of advanced study in
any field in an Ohio graduate or pro
fessional schooL Minority gudents.
Fel-lowsh-

ip

wboareMprcijny inUed tocornpeieJ
may also be eligible for one of 10
statewide Fellowship awards reserved
1c minority graduates.
.
Application farms and

rier

infor-maii-

on

are available from Paul
QaisaarBon.Frs! rsfiKaukg 143. Dead
line far apicaticm is February 14. !
Anopen kormarrnal meetir.g on tic
Regents FeSowsfcjp awards and compe
bticn wl be held next Thursday Janu
ary 23 at 1 1 un. Kauke 125. - - '
:

.
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Senate Also Considers 'Freedom
Of Speech' Bill for Colleges
Continued from page

Speechon Campus Act of 1991. Sponsored by Senator Larry Craig (R.Idaho), the bin aims to amend the
Education Amendments of 1972. It
was introduced on July 17, 1991, and
is being considered by the Committee
for Labor and Human Resources.
Under Sen. Craig's proposed kgis- '
lation, a college or university found to
have a speech code which violates

1
institutjon,itstoudinaintainthcright
to create an atmosphere most beneficial to its students and most conducive
to a learning environment" without
goverrunem interference. .'.
The College of Wooster's Dean of
Students, Ken PlusqucIIec, felt that he
could not comment about the legisla- tion since he had no knowledge of the
bill and had done no research on it.
However, he did say , There are organizations which lobby on behalf of
colleges and universities.''
One lobbying organization which is
opposed to the bill is the National
Association of Independent Colleges
.

g

ex-tremi-

sm.

Mr. Rosser also said. The
codes described by you Rep.
Hyde and the A.GL.U. are essentially rules to prohibitracial and sexual
harassment. These rules have been
promulgated to stem the tide of intol- erance, to maintain civility, and to.
compry with the congressionally im--.
posed mandate to provide equal education opportunity.'
Also under consideration by Congress will be S 1484, the Freedom of
hate-spee- ch

students First Amendment rights may
have its federal funding withdrawn.
Regarding campus speech codes, Sen.
Craig said. The common denornina-to- r
is that the codes needed to enforce
ideological conformity and new-ag- e
sensitivity are trampling, the First
Amendment of even the most
scholar.
mild-manner-

tion and the Making of the
Underclass" Tuesday at 8 pjn. in
Lean Lecture Room. The speech is
the Ray Day Memorial Lecture, given
in honor of the late founder of
Wooster's Urban Semester program.
;
Massey. a professor of sociology,
is a leading expert on the nature,
causes and consequences of racial
segregation. He will preview his

EARN $10.50HR.
PART TIME FLEXIBLE
HOURS IN SALES
(WOOSTER AREA)

CALL (201)

408-555- 8

--

ed

Sen. Craig further maintains that
his legislation would "not require
professors to tolerate speech-relate- d
activities that disrupt the classroom
or lecture hall nor will it prevent
them from giving out the grades they
deem appropriate. It will not prevent administrators from stopping
activities that endanger the health or
safety of students. It will not stop
advocates of 'political correctness
or other ideas from espousing their
views," Sen. Craig said.
Sen. Craig encouraged the Senate
to recall "the excesses people went
to on our campuses in the late sixties
and early seventies." He said, "I
certainly do. I was a student then.
At the height of the Vietnam era I
was student body president at the
University of Idaho where the clas- sic administrationstudent confrontation was heating up. I believe it
was the right of free speech the
debates and the letting off of steam
that kept the lid from blowing off.

Segregation Expert to Lecture Tbesday
GEORGE GALSTER
Special to the Voice
Professor Douglas Massey, a sociologist at the University of Chicago,
wiU present a lecture titled "Segrega-

TTheologian-in-Residenc-

18-2-

forthcoming book, American Apart
heid, on Tuesday. Among its most
controversial arguments is that segregation intensifies the effect of dete
riorating urban economic conditions
such that underclass ghettoes are created. This is a counterpoint to arguments advanced by William Julius
Wilson during the fall First Year Fo- '
rum series.' V
by the
The event is
co-sponso- red

--

programs in urban studies, black studies, economics, political science and
sociology, and by the Cultural Events

Committee.
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and lectured at many
institutions, including Cornell. Yale
and Loyola universities.
Berrigan 's schedule while at the
College of Wooster includes the following events, all of which are open
to the public:
On Sunday, Berrigan will deliver a
sermon at the 10:45 am. worship
well-know-

'

--

and Universities. The College of
Wooster is a member of the Ohio
chapter of the Association.
In a letter to Rep. Hyde, Richard F.
Rosser, President of the National Association said. The board of directors
of the NAI.CU. opposes HR 1380.
because it would constitute a major,
unwarranted, and unnecessary intrusion into the affairs of independent
colleges and universities. As independent colleges and universities, wemust
be allowed to protect academic freemechadom with ourself-regulatinnisms already in place to combat

Father Daniel Berrigan: Wooster
e
January 7

-

.

J

--

service in McGaw Chapel.
On Monday, Berrigan will present
"A Conversation about AIDS" at 7
p.m. in room 1 19, Lowry Center.
Tuesday features "Jesus as Ethicist

'

S

--

Speaking to the Problems of the

Modern Age" at 1 : 1 5 p.m., the Clergy
Academy of Religion, Lean Lecture
Room, Wishart Hall. To register call
A registration fee is reDaniel Berrigan, theologian-in-residenwill arrive on campus tomor- quired.
row. Berrigan, a writer, theologian and peace activist, will begin his visit
Wednesday brings "A Peacemakwith a sermon at the westminster presbyterian church service sunday at ing Christian in a War Making Soci10:45 a.m. in McGaw Chapel.
ety" at 7:30 p.m. in Gault Recital
NEWS SERVICES
and seven others burned draft records Hall, Scheide Music Center. A reFather Daniel Berrigan, S J., noted at the Selective Service Board in ception will follow the address. .
poet, theologian and peace activist, Catonsville, Maryland. He gained
Next Friday, Berrigan will read
will be at the College of Wooster as a notoriety following his conviction selections of his poetry in a readtheologian-in-residentomorrow when he refused to serve his sen- ing titled "Berrigan Reading
through January 27.
tence. He was apprehended after Berrigan" at 9 p.m. in the Pine
In addition to meeting with classes several months and was later paroled Street Cafe, 437 East Pine St.
and student groups at Wooster during because of poor health. In the late
Berrigan will lead a retreat on
his residence, Berrigan will preach at 1970s and 80s, Berrigan protested "The
Healing Power of
two area churches, give two public the proliferation of nuclear weapons Nonviolence" beginning at 9:30
addresses, present a poetry reading and was arrested on two occasions.
a.m. Saturday, January 25 in the
and lead a half-da- y
retreat
As a poet, Berrigan was honored Meeting Place of Westminster
Berrigan was a prominent oppofor his first collection of poems. Time Church House, 353 East Pine St.
nent of the Vietnam War and Selec- Without Number, which received the For more information, contact Sr.
tive Service . ystem in the 1960s. In Lamont Poetry Award in 1957. Other Margaret Harig at
the mid-60- s,
he
the Catho- collections and books include The
Berrigan will conclude his stay
lic Peace Fellowship and the interdeTrial of Catonsville Nine, Prison Sunday, January 26 with a sernominational Clergy and Laity Con- Poems, Lights on in the House of the mon at the 10:45 a.m. worship
cerned about Vietnam.
Dead and To Dwell in Peace: An service of First Presbyterian
In 1968, Berrigan, his brother Philip Autobiography. Berrigan has taught Church, 621 College Ave.
262-465-

2.

ce

.

ce

263-209- 6.

co-found-

ed

Schneider Speech Opens Series
LAUREN COHEN
News Editor
S tephen Schneider of the National
Center for Atmospheric Research
addressed an audience in Mateer
Auditorium last night. Schneider's
speech entitled "Interdisciplinary
Research on Global Change: Are
Universities or Government Agencies up to the Challenge?," was the
first of a semester long series of
films and symposia titled "Human

Nature

-

Interdisciplinary.

Ap-

proaches to the Human Transformation of the Natural World." The
series is sponsored by the Andrew
Mellon Foundation to foster interac
tions between science and the humanities, according to Biology Professor Marilyn Loveless in her intro
ductory address.
Schneider, a widely respected cli- -

matologist whose research and data
have been used by many Congressional committees and environmental interest groups, spoke on the topics of global warming and climactic
change, and the effects of these processes on humankind and the natural
.world. Schneider discussed the importance of recognizing that climac-- tic change is inevitable, due to natural processes,, but stressed that human interactions nave dangerously
;. increased the rate. of these changes.
Using a combination

of photographic

slide evidence, anecdotal evidence,

and

.

audience

participation,

Schneider spoke on the importance
of recognizing the problems and their
potentially disastrous effects.
"The greenhouse effect is not a
controversy," stated Schneider. The
controversy lies in interpreting data

to arrive at plausible predictions of
human behavior. In his speech.
Schneider stressed the importance
of viewing such issues from many
perspectives. "We cannot solve real
problems without integrating bio
logical, physical, and social sciences," he stated. He added that a
purely scientific approach will only
identify probabilities and possibilities, but will not include the social
question of "what are. people-going

tQ.dO?f'

Schneider stressed the importance
of individual involvement, if .the
problems resultant from global
warming and climactic change are
to be resolved. "ItisincumbenL..on
everybody...to do what they're
equipped to do...The only, way to
solve a problem of this kind is if
everyone does a little bit."

--

--
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1991: The Year ofAmbiguity

THE
WOOSTER
VOICE

GTNA - BOMB ACT
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support of the war was demanded in

When the New Year of 1992 made the name of patriotism. Yet I am not
its grand debut, I was deep in the corrvinced that divisiveness is more
heart of Florida, pondering the over- dangerous than manufactured,
unity.
simplification of VS. history pracA relative lull in events followed
ticed by Disney World. But I turned
my mind away from this weighty for a while. Then came the auempted
matter to greet the departure of 199 1 coup in the Soviet Union, which kept
me chained to the tube for a few days,
with relief.
The most fitting adjectives I can effectively distracting me from the
find to describe the year that has just imminence of myjourney to Wooster.
passed into the annals of history are The victory of democratic forces and
actualization of infirst, exhausting, and second, am- the
biguous. The main characteristics of dependence for the Baltic states were
1991 were a dizzying emotional roller inspiring. The sheer speed and magcoaster and a host of complex issues nitude of happenings in the XJSSSJ
with no easy solutions.
Commonwealth of Independent
The year began with the outbreak States from then on was simply exof the Persian Gulf War, of which the hausting.
1992 has heralded a crucial period
first anniversary occurred yesterday.
I vividly remember the trauma of of uncertainty for the former Soviet
being a live Lv. spectator to a sanirepublics and, consequently, for the
tized version of the first American rest of the world. I only regret that
war of my lifetime. I wrote in my much of America, apparently nostaljournal at the time that, "It is so gic fonts lost Cold War enemy, seems
difficult to go on with your tiny little to be focusing on Japan as the next
life when the world seems to be crum- exaggerated peril. This is a most
mind-numbi-

THE COLLEGE OF
WOOSTER

long-await- ed
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unconstructive reaction to our economic difficulties.
Recession puts people in an ugly
frame of mind, as they fightjealously
to hold on to their dwindling piece of
the economic pie. This intolerant,
insecure national mood accounts partially not only for
outbursts, but also for the phenomenon
of David Duke.
Autumn 1991 brought the successive sideshows of the Clarence Thomas Anita Hill hearings and the
William Smith rape triaL Both cases
featured one individual's word
against another's, with practically no
possibility of identifying the truth
with any certainty.
and-Japane-

se

ng
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ANNOUNCEMENT
The Voict has received numerous anonymous letters to
the editor. As stated in the
masthead Gower left portion
of this pigc)tmThe Wooster
Voice encourages all typed,
double-space- d
letters to the
editor that do not exceed 300
words. All letters must contain the writer's full name.
address, and telephone number in order to be considered
for publication."
The Voice will not print
unsigned, anonymous letters.
The staff sympathizes with
the fact that anonymous writers fear their opinions will
Without proof, the outcomes could
hardly have been different. Yet, as a
woman, I found the two spectacles
horrifying. The center of public scrutiny was neatly shifted to the alleged
victims motives and actions, rather
than those of the men accused of
physical and emotional violence. It
is tragic to witness women, as well as
men, making excuses for inexcusable acts of harassment and rape that,
whether or not they were committed
by Thomas or Smith (well never
know), are commited throughout the
nation with alarming frequency.
Now 1992 is before us, a presidential election year carrying the elusive
hope of intelligent discourse on substantive issues. Attempts by several
candidates to address the problem of
unaffordable health care are a positive sign. If only the problem of
nearly unaffordable higher education
could receive priority on the national

be received unfavorably, yet
as a campus newspaper we
must take the position that
letters must be signed.
Many .write that they fear
some type of social conse-

quence for placing their

names with their opinions.
If you take the time and
effort to write a letter to the
Voice, however, we feel that
you must trust the conviction of your opinions and put
your name to it.
We want your letters, your
feedback, but in order for them

to

have

credibility

and

legitimacy .we need yournames.
agenda.
Controlling the budget deficit and
reviving the economy are other issues
needing to be discussed. Let us hope
that the 1992 candidates and electorate
win not resort to superficially appealing nonsoiutions such as isolationism,
trade barriers, and tax cuts (this last
may sound good, but with the national
debt in me trillions?). '

Ironically, George Bush's policies
of sustained taxes and involvement
in international diplomacy, some of
the more sensible positions he has
taken while in office, have cost him
points in opinion polls. One of the
greatest pitfalls we face as a nation is
that of making the open advocacy of
short-tersacrifices to achieve long-tergoals into a form of suicidal
political heresy. Finding solutions to
present and future problems will require a decisive rejection of
m

m
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A Remedial Colle ge Course
ROBERT LUKEFAHR
PHAEDRA WALKER
Special to the Voice
On Oct. 28, a conservative radio
host scheduled to appear at a
Rally" hosed by students
at the University of Wisconsin at
Milwaukee was confronted by a mob
of student protesters determined to
prevent bis talk. They succeeded..
Armed with whistles and signs, the
estimated 100 protesters screamed,
blew their whistles and threw objects
at the guests. Fearing further violence, the speaker left
Unfortunately, this was not an isolated incident Unpopular speakers
have been shouted down or chased
from campus at more than a dozed
schools during the past
few years.
In addition, over the last four years,
.

"Pro-Americ-

an

top-flig- ht

conservative student newspapers have

1

been stolen or destroyed at more than
15 of the nation's top 25 universities.
These and other examples of campus intolerance have sparked a national debate over "political correctness" and have led Time magazine
writer Nancy Gibbs to conclude that
"nowhere is the First Amendment
more imperiled than on college campuses."
' How did things get this way? After all, less than a generation ago

'

college students were demanding
more freedom of speech. The simple
answer is 'ignorance.' College students no longer understand the historical and philosophical basis of our
constitutional protections.
A 1989 survey conducted for, the
National Endowment for the Humanities reported that less than one-ha- lf
of the 700 college seniors it
surveyed could correctly identify the
purpose of The Federalist Papers,
confused
and more than one-thithe words of the Constitution of the
former Soviet Union with those of
the American Constitution.
As the NEH report noted, students
understanding of the Constitution is
"superficial."
But instead of instituting a more
rigorous program in the fundamentals of American political philosophy, most colleges and universities
haveallowed the ernasculauonof their
core requirements.
Another NEH survey found that a
full 78 percent of raOeaqttuniver-sitie-s
no longer require iheM itudents
lo take a course in the history ofWest-er- n
Civilization, and a staggering 38
percent require no history at'aU.-- '
- When this diluted college curriculum is coupled with the frightful ignorance of high school graduates, the
results are a predictable failure to
1

rd

grasp or appreciate the basic protections offered by the Bin of Rights.
Thus, to someone like Canetta Ivy
of the Council of Student Presidents,
it seemed completely reasonable to
say to a reporter for the New York
Times in 1989, "We don't put as
many restrictions on freedom of
speech as we should."
Ivy and those who share her views
are bolstered by their heartfelt desire
to create a more amenable environment for minority students and the
ironic notion that "intolerance" can
be eliminated by refusing to tolerate
unpopular speech.
But as President Bush said at the
University of Michigan last May,
"What began as a crusade for civility
has soured into a cause of conflict
and even censorship."
If the students of this generation
were at all familiar with history,
they would knowhat censoring
ideas, even in, the name of sensitivity, only serves toJraake. jhose who
hold them more radical' and more
determined. Butibsentsrne understanding of political philosophy and
history, .young people find it difficult 10 argue forcefully lor the ab- -.
j
stract notion of freedom.. ". '
Beyond the considerable gaps in
the formal curriculum, the' informal
how pro
pedagogy of example

Liberty

111

fessors and administrators act when
confronted by challenges torrfe
further iinderrnines the
i speech
generation's respect for civil liberties.- Many colleges contribute to
campus intolerance
or at least
ratify the attitudes which lead to
by
suppression of free speech
codes.
adopting
speech-restricti-

v

'

ng

According to the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, such codes have been enforced or
drafted on almost 70 percent pf the
nation's campuses. As Harvard Law
School Professor Alan Dershowitz
recently explained, American colleges
are "tolerating and teaching intolerance and hypocrisy."

of rights based on racial harassment."

Apparently, 'Sulton believes that
violations' of the First Amendment
protections are terribly "unreal.
:'
The ignorance and misunderstandthing
ing being fostered in the
generation represents the greatest internal challenge to the nation's liber-tisince the American Tories aided
?
the forces to King George.
These students who would gladly
circumscribe speech on campus today
will be the journalists, congressmen
and judges charged with defending
this right in the next century.
thing genIt is time for me
eration to take up the challenge John
Adams issued in 1765: "Let us dare
to read, think, speak and write. Jet
every sluice of knowledge be opened
and set
It is also time the nation's, educators cast aside their own doubts about
the American constitutional tradition
and begin a program of remedial education in the basics of liberty.
s

20-so- me

es

20-so- me

Another example of this repressive pedagogy at work was evident
recently in die University of Wisconsin system. In a perverse
affirmation of its commitment to
"tolerance" over freedom, the state
system is considering an appeal of
the recent U.S. District Court decision which ruled UW's restrictive
Lukefahr is a senior program
unconstitutional.
code
speech
officer at the Madison Wis.
After the decision, James Sulton, Center for Educational Affairs,
presiWalker is assistant managing
. special assistant to
ChronicUoffiigher
editor of Me National In tre st.
dent told the
Education, ;"Everyone seems more This article is an offering of the
concerned about the theoretical Collegiate Times, which distribabridgement of First Amendment utes monthly columns by the Colrights than about the real abridgement legiate Network.
--

a-flowi-

ng."
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Cesspool of American PoMcsBanshee Screams in TokyoBuchanan and the Democr
Drug-InducTVauma and Brain Parasites from New HampshireThe Valley of Doom

ie

ed

JEREMIAH JENNE
widely publicized upchuck in recent
Voice Staff Writer
memory.
..
t
Any person with even a semblance
Where. O Lord, will it all end?
Faith in the fundamental goodness of of intelligence and rational
beyond the fourth grade level
human nature is hard to come by in
this land of ours and many once fa- knew that Japan was just going to
miliar icons are beginning to sink laugh at our sorry little entourage and
they were certainly not going to be
like stones into swampy waters.
always
Or maybe it's just mc I've
intimidated by an ignorant, naive,
been a morbid sonofabitch, but what and racist slime like Lee Iacocca.
the helL I challenge anyone to find Repealing the protectionist laws that
something bright about the future of Japan is using so effectively to re.--,
the American political system as we dire the Amerkhneueomniu-- ''
know iL r In a world lof banshee -- nitvtoooolsrfiml)otemsDewwiUto?
screams the ligXweji
jaore? jwmjer simpJy wonYbuy American'
tunnel
,
.T
products. 1
than an obcoming tram.TA
under-standi-

ng

promisetodag

Inrra

jriTfrHril what
itn rlrvtri
tClM Ilrtve ihi
WTvn
this
soever, wjoi ycxrJoJkWnoriu&Vs .'man) bitched Tor fcalfiJiour about
now Japanese ess. ceaiersnips
.not unlike a baa.smack naoit-onthe hieh is eoae ilTvcVveKOtis wouldn'tseffAmericancaretheJarja- cramps, a bed full of vomit, and a nese car dealers answered quite sim
sense that there must be a better way. ply that if there was a demand for
It was a cold and bitter morning after them then they would sell them. S y
and demand, Lee, it's what made
for the majority of the American elec.
this country great or are you finally
torate this past Christmas.
Bush's waterheaded plan to going socialist on us Mr. Iacocca. In
jumpstart the American economy by fact the only people in Japan who
openly grovelling to assorted Asian seem to be buying American cars
powers ended with perhaps the most seems to be the Yakuza (the Japanese
ce

up-pl-

mob) who likes the Chicago image of
driving around in a big black caddy -so much so that Cadillac has ordered
Japanese dealers to discourage such
customers from purchasing their cars.
Ordinarily when a Presidency
seemingly overnight it is a
huge watershed for both party and
opposition. But then again,
usually the opposition isn't as brain- damaged as it is this year. If any- .thing, R9t'is shaping up to be a
vintage vear for maior intellectual
breakdown on a" national leadership

democrats, what more can be said.
That little group of
losers and ex --used car salesman have,
of JateV been rallying behind that
master of gibberish and deranged lunacy - Richard Gephardt in an effort
to "close the doors" to the Japanese in
response to "unfair trade practices."
Well, Dick, sorry to say this, but as
sympathetic as I am that you've been
peddling your ass to Big Labor for so
long that you've taken over Hubert
Humphrey'scoveted position as TPW
(Teamster's Personal Whore) it is
lYi-Ywildly amusing to watch you melt
X
'
Patrick J. Buchanan, syndicated before our eyes as the boys down at
columnist. Republican candidate, and the Local 452 arejust now calling all
a 525 investment on 1 oaas oy previous ana past ravors auc - an ai
yours truly is reportedly suffering ...once. tfGephanJt loses this one and
irom.i orain parasites uic size ui ju . ne wut.mwc iuuuiaij a
he isTinished
thumb. The "Shining Knight of the' com'mori 4ense'-tha- n
Right" is.as we speak, flai ling around politically and those Big and Bad
New Hampshire jabbering wildly to boys down at labor will find some
anyone who will listen about his great new hack to do their dirty work.
My own personal recommendation
plan to wall off Mexico and save this
country from hordes of undesirable is Dan Quay le who might, with some
serious begging, be able to get his old
Zulus, or something to that effect
Which leave us with (flourish of congressional job back after he and
badly tuned coronets) The Demo- his boss get driven out of Washingcrats, who are...well, they're the ton by angry mobs waiving beer
happy-go-luc-

ky

self-destru- cts

non-par- ry

4--

;

--

bottles, Louisville Sluggers, and permachine
fectly legal
semi-automa-

tic

guns with armor piercing bullets,
brought to you by the NR A. Oncethej'
welts and weeping, bloody sores on
his neck, back, and face heal Dan
should be in fine shape to hit the
campaign trail with his own brand of
'
ignorance. and vengeance.
His boss will not be so lucky. He
will be carted off to some hell on
earth sand dune deep in the Austra
lian where they kill the weak and eat
what they kill, a refuse heap for poli
tkians so genetically incompetent as
to defy logical explanation.
Ulysses Grant is there and so is
rviaggie inaicncr dui uicy.arc ikh
alone for this valley of doom infilled
--

wim

imuwhiw,mi

Meeseonfius Pilate, Hideki Tojo,
Sniro Aenew. and Michael Dukakis.
George should not be lonely some
are old friends and the rest 'are kindred spirits.
.Have a good day and may God
bless you and the person standing
next to you, because with any luck on
your part, they just might need it
more.
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Winter Break: Metcalf Hits the Campaign Trail

they are photographed in."

Metcalf obtained, from friends
in the media, printed schedules
of candidates' appearances and
attended the forums, one of them
(William Clinton
who
attracted some of the larger
crowds) being held during a
snowstorm in a motor inn packed
with three to four hundred voters.
Metcalf noted that candidates
"invade" New Hampshire when
campaigning there because, with
the exception of the crowd listening to Clinton, candidates can
speak to smaller groups in this
equally small state. In addition,
no United States presidential can- D.-A-

cotoajocations fxofessob euc metcalf followed and observed presidential candidates in thebl quests

Photo by Mixe Peppejl

foe votes.
EMILY SILVERMAN

'equipment, with cameras slung
Feature Editor
;
around their necks..."
Yoa can't imagine being surThey echo the words of a harounded by two hundred media rassed film star, but they are in
people, wrapped in sophisticated fact the words of communications

professor Eric Metcalf, who spent
winter break in his home state of
New Hampshire, literally tracking the campaign trail of presidential candidates campaigning

R,

.

didate since 1952 has reached the
White House without winning the
votes of New Hampshire's citizens in the primaries.
,
Metcalf discovered that candidates paid frequent visits to area
schools: "Education becomes an
important theme " in these
campaigns...educational sights
become prime places to talk indirectly to voters, because the
kids go home and tell their parents that a specific candidate
came to their school."
Republican candidates, Metcalf
noticed, appeared at such locations as rotary clubs and chambers of commerce, and Democratic candidates at unions. Many
candidates spoke at major and
minor newspapers,' and half of
them spoke on the air at radio
stations.
"Average people are starting
j uioav a vuuiiwv nun v vr vvu
who they elect and what is happening in the rest of their
lives...tbere was a time in my life
when I didn't think it made a
difference. Tdon't feel that way
anymorepeople's questions for
the candidates were more
pointed and aware, and some candidates found it hard to be pinned
down that way.
"(College aged people have
the worst voting records. ..we
have to change that."
So, get out there and vote.

LEADer Of the Month: Devinka Abeysinghe
LEAD RELEASE

The International Students Association (ISA) is moving in leaps
and bounds this year. At the core
of the many changes within this
organization is the continuously
growing number of ISA members, and cheering them on is
President Devinka Abeysinghe.
Under her leadership, each
committee member has taken on
certain tasks, allowing everyone
to become involved, and the sense
of commitment has drastically
increased, she feels. It is with
her exceptional demonstration'
and visionary leadership that the
LEAD team would like to honor
Devinka as our January Leader
of the Month.
Even before coming to
Wooster, Devinka knew she
wanted to become involved in
the campus organization for in

ternational students. Beginning
as the First Year representative
for the executive board and now.
a year later, as President. Devinka
has found personal excitement
and challenges within the ISA.
Possibly the greatest challenge
the ISA faced this year was the
task of lifting people's commitment to ISA and building a stronger sense of dedication, to be
shared by all. Devinka's approach to this goal centered
around the concept of decentralization. She stressed her philosophy that by assigning leadership
roles and sharing responsibility
with others, people work better
and benefit from their involve-

which organize the activities of
It is amazing how this sophoISA. While the Travel commit- more and her executive board
tee ventured off to the Mohican have recharged the ISA. She forefor canoeing and Niagara Falls to sees another exciting semester
see the sights, the Presentation with the committees and the Culcommittee hosted Professor Shut I tural Survival Conference that
during a lecture on Middle East will be hosted here at the end of
issues and a discussion with in- January with other colleges and
ternational students on " Sex in universities. The goal of the conthe USA. " Of course, no one ference will be to " increase incould miss the ISA T-- shirt sales teraction of other ISA with
by the Fund Raising committee Wooster's. " As encourages comor the dance in the fall sponsored munication between other school,
by Entertainment or the various it also encourages people to join
forms of publicity. The Mini Wooster's ISA.
Series committee published three
During her free time Devinka
bulissues of its Potpourri-size- d
likes to do almost anything, esletin this semester. Rather than pecially have fun with friends.
printing only one magazine as in She loves parties and only wishes
ment.
the past, the smaller issues are their were more dance clubs here
Indeed, this organization has structured around a particular in Wooster. She plans to gradubenefitted from such a philoso- topic or country such as " Educa- ate in January of 1994 with a
phy. Nowhere is this more obvi- tion in Europe " and they appear major in International Relations
ous than in the six committees more frequently.
and a minor in psychology.
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in that state.
Metcalf enthusiastically recalls
living in New Hampshire and witnessing the live' rhetoric of such
men as Nelson Rockefeller and
Eugene McCarthy, who was endorsed by Paul Newman during
his campaign.
"New Hampshire is seen as a
'showcase of democracy When
a candidate leaves New Hampshire, there are fewer opportunities to address groups as small as
25 people, in someone's home, a
church group, or a small labor
group. In such a state as California, politicians can't do
that."
Intrigued by "where candidates
go and who they talk to.the spots
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JLPaeeeeoerg oeevers f
Christian Science Lectere
"
Science. ': :
Interested students are welStaff Writer
A Christian Science lecture, en- - comed to these meetings at 11
"How Does Christian Sci- a.m. on Thursdays in McGaw
ence Meet Humanity's Needs?" ChapeL Christian Science orga- is to be given by Mary
Dannenberg on Tuesday. The
meeting, open to all interested,
will be held at 8:30 p.m. in Lowry
:

led

'-tit-

JUDY NICHOLS

Room 119..

fftth rta4crs
He-fam-

-

Eddy established the Christian
Science Church in 1866, setting
and procedures in
down
Jhr. Manual nf the Mother Church
which are still used today, v
Christian Science is a Protes- : tant religion that believes in one
supreme God and Christ Jesus.
Eddy explains the religion fully
in Science and Health with Kev
tn the Scriptures. ;
by-la-

INSTITUTE FOR STUDY ABROAD

ws

B

Church in Boston, the main Chris-

tian Science church. Mary Baker

N
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AUSTRALIA
IRELAND
NEW ZEALAND
Fully integrated study

at British, Irish,

Zealand arid Australian universities
TALL OR SPRING SEMESTER FULL YEAR
INSTEP SUMMER PROGRAM INTERNSHIPS
Study Abroad Information Session
Mike Roberts
Representative:
. Date:
Wednesday. January 22, 1992
Location:
11:00 ajn. - 12:45 p.m.
Tsfew

:

Student

Center

For further Information, please contact: Your Study Abroad Office on campus
or the Institute for Study Abroad. Butler University. 4600 Sunset Avenue,
Ext. 9336.
or
Indianapolis. IN 46208. Tel: 317283-933- 6
1800-368-68-
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GREAT BRITAIN

Dannenberg resides in
Kalamazoo, Michigan, where she
e
practitioner. Chrisis a
tian Science practitioners are
available to the public, helping
and guidingMhose who wish to
'depend upon prayer for healing."
. She served as a Regional Assistant for Universities and Colleges.; In this position she reported the activities and concerns
of organizations on college campuses to the Mother Church.
Dannenberg has also served as
a Sunday school teacher in Christian Science churches and a
reader for Sunday services, JReadt,
ers lead church services and perform many of the functions that
ministers or priests do in other
churches.

The HorJe.

f

R

STUDY IN

full-tim-

Mary Dannenberg
nizations such as that at Wooster
are supported by the Mother

U T L E

:

.

aca-

demic demands and other challenges in daily life.'
After the talk Dannenberg will
be available for any questions,
and those interested can obtain
free Christian Science literature.
Dannenberg is a member of the
Christian Science Board of Lectureship, which coordinates lectures across the country and even
abroad. Dannenberg is specializing in Christian Science lectures for college campuses.
Sponsoring, the ; lecture is the
Christian Science organization on
campus, a group of students that
meets regularly to discuss current issues in light of Christian

mm

'.

The lecture will explain how
students can use Christian Science to meet physical problems,

relationship difficulties,

N
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Ragtime Music Performed at Pops Concert
Frttrr.Jn.

17

'

Happy New Year and welcome back.
Happy hour at the Underp.m.
ground from
Video: Silence of the Lambs
Underground at 8 pjn. $.50.
(Staring Jodie Foster-- The
Scariest movie siace Psycho.)
Spotlight Showcase: Footlights & Harmon's Depot at
Mom's.
Moonlight Bowling Free
shoe rental, 12 price bowling.
5-7:- 30

8-11- p.m.

ajn.

SHAWN PERRY
AAE Editor
Brian Dykstra wilJ perform sev-

p.m-12:- 30

.

eral original pieces on piano
along with cellist Terry Ling,
bassist Jack Steward, and Dennis
Bartelheim on drums at the Faculty and Guest Pops Concert
sponsored by the College of
Wooster.
The performance will take
place tomorrow night ia Gault
Recital Hall beginning at 7:30
pjn. In addition to Dykstra's
solo ragtime pieces the program

will

also include

Claude

Boiling's "Suite for' Cello and
lizz Piano Trio."
Dykstra. a graduate of the
IS
SsUrrtir. Jan.
Julliard School of Music with a
Travel trip: Kent State
masters from The Eastman
Library Ice Skating. $2.00.
f School of Music, has been at
9-(30 spots only) 5 pjn.
Wodster since 1969. He is
Movie: Terminator 2 :
Professor of Music and
Judgement Day Mateer $ 1 .00 fCfciir of the Music Department
7:30 &10 pjn.
at the College. He has performed
Band: Texas Tea, Under
extensively in many solo recitals
ground. S.75. 10-- 2 am.
and 'chamber ensembles across
the country at such universities
"as Hope College, Ohio Wesleyan
S4av. Jan. 19
University, and the University of
Classic Film: Jesus of
in Fairbanks, as well as
Alaska
Montreal Mateer. free.
several
renowned concert halls
(A group of acton come
-such as Carnegie Hall in: New
together to stage an uncorrven--J
York and the Puree II Room in
tional production of the
London.
Passion Play, and find them
In addition to classical music,
selves embroiled in controDykstra also performs and comversy. Writer-directArcand poses ragtime music of which he
takes on religious hypocrisy,
has given nearly two hundred
programs at colleges and univercornmercialisrrr. and other
sities and recorded three albums.
social ills in this wise, pro
Terry Ling is presently a memfoundly moving and some
ber of the Secrest String Quartet,
times savagely funny movie.)
the Ashland Symphony Orchestra, and the Wooster Symphony
VrtnrdaT.J3n. 22
Orchestra. She has studied cello
Video: A Shot In the Dark
under such musicians as Evsei
8 p.m. FIX 2 10 p.m.
Beloussoff. Kurt Frederick and
11

a

cur--rcn- ih

or

;

U7

UACKiAwy

The Faculty and Guest Pots Conceit will taxi flacs Satvuda y Nicarr jn Gault Recttal Hall

Robert Scholz. Ling earned her
B.Mus.Ed. and M.A. degrees at
Stetson University and taught
Music Appreciation, cello, piano,
and German Diction.
Ling has also performed with
the Florida Symphony Orchestra, the Syracuse Symphony Orchestra and the Crouse College
String Quartet as well as the likes
of Leon Barzin, Arthur Fiedler
and Robert Shaw.
Jack Steward received a graduate degree in bass performance at
the University of Michigan in
Ann Arbor. He is a past member
of the Toledo, Canton and Akron
Symphonies. Steward is presently a member of the Cleveland '
Chamber Symphony. He performs throughout northeast Ohio

llli

in many musical venues from towards his M.A. at Akron UniBroadway shows to big band and versity. He has performed with
..
the Mansfield Symphony Orchesjazz.
Dennis Bartelheim received his tra and .Wooster Symphony OrB.Mus.Ed. from Ohio State Uni- chestra as well as various jazz
versity and Is currently working groups in northeast Ohio.
r-r.-

'

hWCWS Concert Watch -byTCevin

'

Anderson

January
John Mayall & The Blues Breakers
Kevin Lettau
Superchunk
Mighty Mighty Bosstones
The Janglers

Jan. 18
the Empire
Jan. 23 Peabody's Down Under
Jan. 24
Peabody's
Peabody's
Jan. 30
Jan. 31
Euclid Tavern

February
Robyn Hitchcock & The Egyptians Feb. 11
Empire
Janglers
Feb. 15
Peabody's
'
Mad Dog Blues Band
Feb. 22
the Underground
Stay tuned to 90.9.' your sound altervative for more information on
these, and other upcoming shows, like the Cramps.

uM&Hli.fAtfMA

'

at 7:30 r.u.

'
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Campus Talent Featured for
Weekend Entertainment

Odetta to Perform at Wooster 's MLK JazzFest
learned to accompany herself on
the guitar.
Since then she has performed
at major concert halls and festivals around the world, including
Lincoln Center, Carnegie Hall,
Newport Folk, New Orleans Jazz
and Heritage, Vienna and the
Montreux , Jazz Festival, 'which
she hosted in 1975. '
In 1990, she gave a solo concert as part of the festival surrounding the World Cup soccer
finals inItalyU and she toured
, ,
Japan in 1991; ."

' NEWSSERVICES

:

1

j
:

collabo-

rated with other folk stars such
as Joan Baez and Buffy St. Marie.
In. 1987, she was recognized by
the National Music Council for
her contributions to American
music, and she is included in
Brian Lanker's book, I Dream a
World: Portraits of Black Women
Who. Changed America."
The MLK JazzFest is sponsored
by several College of Wooster
organizations and departments,
including Black Studies, Cultural
Events Committee, Black Student
Odetta performs frequently Affairs, Dean of Students, Delta
with such blues bands as the New Phi Alpha, Dene House and I
Black Eagle Jazz Band and Harainbee.

Legendary folk and blues artist
Odetta will perform at the annual
Martin Luther King JazzFest at
the College of Wooster on Mon- day, Jan. 20.
The Wooster Jazz Ensemble,

under the direction of Jeff

;

Jacob's Pillow and has

Lindberg will open the concert,
which begins at 8 p.m. in McGaw
Chapel. The event is free and
open to the public.
Odetta's career as a folk artist
spans four decades. As a young
woman performing in a road company of "Finnigan's Rainbow" in
San Francisco in 1949. she was
introduced to folk music and

j

j
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Performance
Dowling Brings One-Nigof "Mr Dooley" to Wooster
ht

NEWS SERVICES

-

Vincent Dowling, former

resi-de-

nt

director of Cleveland's
Great Lakes Shakespeare Festival, will appear in a
one-night-on-

performance

ly

of "Mr.

Dooley's America" at The
lege of Wooster on Thursday, Jan.
23.
Dowling will portray Martin
Dooley, an Irish American saloon keeper whose home-spu- n
political observations have beCol-

come

modern-da- y

proverbs.

Dooley was the creation of Finley
Peter Dunne, a city editor for the

Chicago Times and later for the

Evening Post around the turn of
the century. Dunne used Mr.
Dooley to comment on the
nation's politics, and both Dunne
and Dooley enjoyed wide-spre,
popularity.
fe
obMr. Dooley's
servations have been quoted by
journalists, celebrities and presidents for nearly a century. "Mr.
Dooley's America" is a stage
adaptation of Dunne's writings
by his son, Philip Dunne, and
Martin Blaine, featuring Dooley
straight-maand his
Mr. Hennessey, portrayed
by Kenneth Tiugar.
ad

troe-lo-li-

.

long-sufferi-

n.

ng

Dowling is a lifetime associate
and former artistic director of the
Abbey, Ireland's national theatre.
He has played ove? 100 major
roles in his 40 year career in the
theatre.
Dowling now performs with the
miniature theatre of Chester, an
actors equity company which he
founded in Massachusetts.
"Mr. Dooley's America" will
be performed on Jan. 23 at 8:15
p.m. in Freedlander Theatre.
Tickets are required for the event
at $5.00 apiece and can be purchased at the Freedlander Ticket
Office.

Arts & Entertainment Calendar
strumentalists are also expected
to provide a resume. The OLO
62
will run for nine weeks begina
Opera,
The Ohio Light
ning
June 10 through Aug. 8, with
repertory
member professional
audiin Wooster beginning
rehearsals
company, will be holding
program for this
18.
poMay
The
tions for vocal and orchestra
sitions Friday, Jan. 31 through season includes Tom Jones" by
German, - "Die
Edward
Sunday, Feb. 2.
Auditions are by appointment Fledermaus" by Johann Strauss,
only and will be held at "Brigands" by Jacques Offenbach
Freedlander Theatre. Vocalists and "The Mikado" and "The Gonshould prepare a solo in English doliers" by Gilbert and Sullivan.
and have a second selection in a Appointments can be made by
contrasting style available. An calling the OLO at (216) 263-23or (216)
accompanist will be provided.
SHAWN PERRY
A&E Editor

45

263-209- 0.

Demonstration of movement abil-

ity and dramatic reading will be
requested. All performers are
required to provide a resume and
photograph. Those auditioning
for orchestral parts will be evaluated on the basis of technical proficiency and musicianship as well
as sight reading skills. All in

David B. Cooper. Morgan has
performed and toured as featured
vocalist with both the Earl
"Fatha" Hines and Duke
Ellington Orchestras. She has recorded several original songs
with the Ellington Band as well
as appearing in films with Nat
King Cole, the Benny Carter Band
and was featured singer-piani- st
in "House of Strangers." Cooper
is Associate Editor at the Akron
Beacon Journal and a
jazz enthusiast. The program will feature "Stardust,"
"Mood Indigo." "Take the
many Ellington classics,
and a special "jam session."
Tickets for the event are $25.
$15. and $10 with group discounts available and can be reserved by contacting the Akron
Symphony Office at (216)
self-proclaim- ed

A-Trai-

The Akron Symphony
chestra brings to life the beloved
Or-

sounds of Big Band and Jazz on
Saturday, February 1st at 8:00
p.m. at the Akron Civic Theatre.
Special guests for the show include vocalist Dolores Parker
Morgan and Guest Conductor

n."

Texas Tea will perform
8 pjh. until 10 p.m.

at the Underground
'

:

Well, welcome back all to the
Wonderful Land of Woo where
all great and wondrous things
happen in the realm of worldly
entertainment. No doubt many
of you have been waiting anxiously to get back to campus to
see what great events have been
planned for your weekend enjoyment. Instead of looking outside
of Wooster for this greatly anticipated entertainment, why not
stick around this weekend while
the campus will showcase the
musical and comical talents of
the students of Wooster themselves.
Tonight at Mom's, the popular
radio comedy troupe Footlights
will take the stage in the Spotlight Showcase to display their
ATTENTION FIRST-YEARSOPHOMORES,
S,

AND

JUNIORS

Audition now for Don't Throw
Shoes comedyimprov troupe
Arrive at Lean Lecture Room
Monday, January 20 at 10:00
with a prepared joke
or anecdote. .
2
with scheduling
Call
difficulties or questions
Ask for Andy,
or leave a message
Hats Optional
Ext-395-

r

'

V..
.

special brand of humor and acting. Following them will be the

SHAWN PERRY
A&E Editor

.

on Saturday night from

campus band Harmon's Depot
playing many popular classic
rock covers as well as original
material with a little mixture of
jazz and blues. The Spotlight
Showcase will begin at 8 p.m.
and run until 1 1 p.m.
The campus band Texas Tea
has become a tradition playing at
Wooster with their own musical
style as well. This ever popular
campus band will perform at the
Underground tomorrow night
beginning at 10 p.m. There is a
.75 admission charge with a College I.D.
So, since returning to the campus after the long and hopefully
relaxing break, settle in for the
weekend and enjoy the entertainment provided by Wooster's own.

EXTRA INCOME
EARN $200-$50- 0
WEEKLY MAILING 1992
TRAVEL BROCHURES.
FOR MORE
INFORMATION
SENDASTAMPED
ENVELOPE TO:
ATW TRAVEL
P.O. BOX 430780
MIAMI, FL 33143
J
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Lady Scots Gome from Behind to Beat Allegheny
7?

fl? O'Tf

efeat
SHANE RCUSH
V---

c- -

'

Writer

Lr. iy Scots

TT

sr i

.

e.njojeda

t vj

A

winter break.

f-cc-

ffu!

r c" ! net drcp a gine
c :.!
was cl- - er
cne

V.

3e

4r 1

Lad v Sccs dawned TVat-:? 72-4- 3 1 t h d a 24 point-f rf.marce bj
rid;;et Smoot
'Si. Smoot ';o pc"ed down 11
re be -- r.ds and CbrLty Evans 92
dohed out five assists.
j
their cnljr close game the
Th

e

h

C

Lw 7 Scots prevailed over
CS-6- 5.

Corretta

Jones 92 scored 22 points and
LaSonya CraI '92 had 13 re-- b
c u r. Is to k a d t. e La dy Sec ts to
the win.
S r- - ,ct a r. i L Lsa Ci bet 493 each
cirtJ I4ir.ts Li a 75-2-3 shtK
of vL,':i-- 2 Kenyon College. Cabot also had eight rebounds and Evaas and Deb
Gardner '92 added four assists
each.
The Lady Sects embarrassed
Crawl scored
Oberlin
19 and had 15 rebounds. Ever
present Evans dished out seven
assists as the L2dy Scots woo
their seventh in a row.
Th e Lady Sec a r eturoe d ho n e
S
and posted a Cf;nvl.-ci.- .j
--

I--

ck.'r

91-2-

5.

M

.

V

ut

ut

r

I.--

Mur.t Union

held the lead and went into halftime
with a 33-- 3 Head.
In the first half the Lady Scots
suffered from poor free throw shoot- ; ing and rebounding. They were only
3 for 9 from the foul line and were
outrebounded 26-1In the second half Allegheny ex- tended its lead to as many as nine
points with 8:51 left to play. The
Lady Scots called time-oto regroup
and they did just that.
Following the time-othe Lady
Scots scored the next ten points to
take a 58-5- 7 lead. Allegheny an- '
swered with four straight points to
regain the lead. LaSonya Crawl '92
hit a pair of free throws and the Lady
'
Scots called another time-ou- t.
After Allegheny split two free
throws Crawl hit a Iayup and Tammy
Berger 93 hit a free throw to give
the Lady Scots a 63-6- 2 lead.
Allegheny then missed the front
end of two
free throws.
Allegheny finally hit two free throws
to regain the lead 64-6- 3 with 45
seconds left.
But, Berger put the Lady Scots
back on top to stay with her 16 foot
jumper with 2 1 seconds to play.
Allegheny failed to score and
Christy Evans '92 hit four free throws
in the last four seconds to seal the
victory.
Crawl scored 16 of her game high
27 points in the second half. Evans
and Bridget Smoot '94 added 19 and
12 points respectively for the Lady
' ' "
""
'
r.
fir
.hi
ii
Scots.
Correua Jones '92 led the
WoosTEa's LaSonya Ckawl "92 battles for possession against Eabxham. Photo by Dan Stefantck.
Lady Scots with four assists.' Crawl
SHANE ROUSH
victory over Allegheny College of the half. But, with 3:37 left in the also pulled down 13 rebounds. ,
Voice Sports Writer
half, Allegheny's Erin McQuillen
Wednesday night.
The Lady Scots' next action will
The Lady Scots made it nine in a
The first half saw the Lady Scots scored on a putback that gave Al- be against Ohio Wesleyan on
row with a 69-6- 4 come from behind holding a small lead for the majority legheny a 26-2- 5
lead. Allegheny

5-

79-3-

vkt .ry ovtr Earara. Tanrsy
Eerrr '93 led the Lady Sects
with 13 points end Snoot collected 15 rebouads while Evans
had five assists.

one-and-o-

"

"

--

""

ii

YTfTER TRACK

Track Opener Tonight at OWU
DAN HA WES
Voice Sports Writer
Tonight the track team dashes off to
Ohio Wesleyan to begin the indoor
season.
Head coach Dennis Rice regards the
indoor season as a stepping stone for
the spring where big meets such as the
t . i
Penn Relays await
Coach Rice is excited about the'
team's prospects. Although cross
country star Jason KeUy 93 will not
run either indoors nor in the spring due
to a semester abroad in Spain, coach
Rice believes that with the new recruits and the fifteen returning scorers
of last years NCAC Championships,
the women and men both have a good
chance at being one of the lop three

teams in the conference finals, indoors
and out.
Some of the recruits coach Rice
believes will make an immediate
high hurdlers and 400m sprint-erEric Rogers 95 and PieterSalverda
'95, sprinter Dan Hawes 95, and
niiddle-distanman Paul Kinney 95.
For the women, Michele Ahiti '95
"kiihe'shct pu Catharine
middle distance, and Beth Yerdon 95
and Kaoy Lehman '95 at distance
events all show exciting promise.
The men will be led middle distance
runners Jason Hudson 93, captains
Jeff Beck 92, Scott McMillen 92.
and Mike Rachiia '92, sprinter Dan
Dickey 94, jumpers Mark Marando
92 (captain) and Brian Gallagher 93,

im-pact- are

s,

ce

Scoalai.

ne

and pole vaulter Alaric Van Dam 93.
Returning standouts for the women
include Beth Blakemore 92 in the
distance events, jumper Tammi Berger
93, who coach Rice believes will be
able to do both track and basketball
this wimer.Marya Cross 93 and Nicole

Podgorny '92 in middle-distanevents, Jannene Link 92 in the field
events, and sprinters Krista Hicks 93.
Shannon O'Neill 94, and Clare Roce

berts'.
According to coach Rice this year's
team is, "much more well rounded
with a good mix of sprinters, distance
and field event people. If we manage
to stay healthy bom the men and women
have a legitimate shot at ending up one
of the top three teams."

i

Athlete of the Week: Bridget Smoot
tion. Last year, not only was she the
only first-yeto start for the women's
team, but also capped offher season by
receiving honorable mention in the
voting. A teammate com -; ments, "Bridget is very dedicated and
a fun person to be around; she pushes
herself and everyone around her to be
the best possible player they can be."
Off the courts, Smoot is either re- -.
cruiting for head coach Chris Hart or
perhaps wavering between sociology ,
and black studies as possible majors.
She is also in the process of pledging
.
for a club.
This doesn't distract her from her
goals as a player though: she is detershe eventually captured thesciicoliccord mined to help propel her team to refor the number of rebounds in a game. . ceive a bid to nationals, winning the
Here at Wooster, Smoot hasn't conference championship game along
the way.
wasted any time getting in on the ac

WOMEN'S ATHLETIC
ASSOCIATION RELEASE
Bridget Smoot '94, a forward on the
Wooster women's basketball team, has
been, doing more then her share of
hustling on the courts lately. Named
"NCAC Female Player of the Week"
two weeks ago,Smocscored40points
and made 24 rebounds in two games
over winter break.
This might not be so surprising,
considering her athletic career. Attending school in her hometown
Lylestown, Oh io.Smoot began playing basketball in eighth grade and
jumped right onto the varsity team in
high school for all four years where

ar

All-NCA-

C

.

--
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SWTWfTNG AND DIVING

Rigorous HondaTrip Sends Swimmers
Into Second Half of Season

. year's trip was the inclusion of the we were very happy to beat mem."
JOSH LEVENTHAL
The women still have two difficult
divers and how this should help insure
Voice Sports Writer
'
course
victories
the
during
the
of
meets in the near future against
The Wooster men's and women's some
Wittenberg
.and Dennison, however
swim teams traveled south to sunny season.
rvf
'
r
Beckettstied.'tfuswastnedivers the Scots have proven to be a very
Florida during which they spent two
weeks of winter break training in prepa- first time on the trip and the extended difficult' team to beat with their
ration for the final six weeks of the training and time with the coaches will undefeated record. .
:
The men's team pulled off a very
help their perfecrnahce.''
season. '
large
may
two
upset with their defeat of Ohio
training
period
week
.
the
The
.
Coach Keith Beckett described
"
Wesleyan
Heaihcr
and were led by. Andrew
training trip toFloridaby stating, "The have best been summed by
Shultz
92 along with Vereb and Tom
Johnston 94 by saying it was simply
Florida trip was strenuous yet produc'
Hungerford3.
'C.'.'
awesome."
;;
tive. We had double normal exercise
"Shultz was a triple winner in his
The; results of the hard work were
and established an efficient enough
base to carry for the rest of the season." seen in the team's return to Wooster f events and was described by Becket as
Along with the dif&c ull training, the when, this past weekend, they hosted "having the dual meet of his life."
swimmers also had many good times Ohio Wesle yan in a dual meet in which OnceagainHungerfcffddbminatedthe
and look advantage of the beautiful . both the men and women were victo- -- distance events, while. Vereb took a
:,
s;,:
closeictorym the 200 backstroke in
Florida weather.' Some of the out of rious.
-, - which tie came from behind to win by
perdescribed
the
team's
Beckett
pool team activities included ultimate
frisbee on the beach, shopping at the formance as aA fairly easy victory for
Other strong performances, were
mallsanddinnerbythepooL They also the women. The teams as a whole
turned in by Jim Palmer '92 and Bill
celebrated the new year by ringing it in : swam well and k was a very encourag'
ing win fccrvving the difficult training Kanzinger 92 who dominated the di v-wlm a midnight swim m the ocean.'
V
Despite these luxurious living con- period."' ,.
').; ing events and Chad Coffman '94 who
ThewomcnhantlilybeatWesleyan, kept the team in the meet by scoring in
ditions, the team worked incredibly
,
theLM- v,-,
hard by putting in up to five hours aday kbyastrongpetfciniaixxfitxnltie
saying,
meet
the
by
5Q0
Vereb
described
1000
yard
in
the
and
Erdman
training.
92
of rigorous swimming and
was
tremendous
a
meet
who
Whipkey
94
TheOWU
Captain Brian Vereb 92 described freestyle, and Lynn
upset We went in kindof flat after the
the work ethic of the team during the had a personal bestin the 200
hard training in Florida, but as the meet
Johnston was also imprestrip by saying, "We had a lot of fun but
the team worked very hard. I felt the sive in the 200 breaststroke, and the went on and the team was in a position
to win, we swam hard and never let up
T
training was tougher than in years past relay events.
repull off the victory."
92
to
Freebum
Wendy
Captain
hopeand the team rose up to the task
victory
men and women's teams will
The
saying,
"We
by
fully insuring a good conference meet sponded to the
Indiana to compete in the
travel
because
to
meet
a
were expecting lotcloser
foralLInvite this weekend.
Indianapolis
Another important factor in this the team was much tougher last year, so
'-
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tOV PRICES ON DOMESTIC

The Financial
Aid Office

page 12

NCACm rebounding with 12.1 a game
and is fourth in the league in scoring
with a 19.1 game average. "That was '
a big loss for them," said Moore of
Davis.
'
After the loss Allegheny coach Phil
Ness said, "We played a pretty darn
.
good team."
winter
the
break the Scots had
: Over
six wins without a loss.
-.Included in the victories was the "
team second tournament champion- - ,
ship at the Mose Hole Classic.
At the Classic Wooster defeated '
Grove City 7948 behind kiebe'S 20
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16m-nnkedWittenberg-

limn in walking distance

an

school graduating

TheScotsnowstandmsecondplace
behind the
gen who are 6--0 in the conference. .
Wooster lost to Wittenberg 59-5-4 on
-December 7,, ,
y.,.'K
.
Saturday the Scots travel to Ohio
Wesleyan where they will contend with
the league's second leading scorer in
Bob Croft, who averages 21.1 points
per game.

J

Ohio' resident r
Ranked, im the top r
Be

'

0.

7

V

en

87-6-

FLAIR

fnCKETS MAILED TO YOUR BOX

;.

ference games, and Lake Erie

'

Eligibility require1

71-3- 9,

OberUn72-59,Earlham67-44,aIIco- n-

"
iM.'vt;t
i
weekend, became eligible to play
JASON GINDELE
for the Scots on Tuesday.
Voice Sports Editor :
In high school, Rambey averThe Wooster men's basketball
team added another player over the aged over 14 points a game while
playing the point in his hometown
winter break.
,
....
. John Rarabey 94, a 64" point , of Beaver Creek, Ohio.
guard, transferred from Kent State : - Rambey did not play basketball
University and played in the Scots - for Kent State, but did play for
junior varsity game against Allegh- their baseball team. He hopes to
eny on Wednesday night. The JV play for the Wooster baseball
squad won the game over the Gators squad in the spring.
The Scots play Ohio Wesleyan on
by the score of 122-6Rambey.'who may move up to Saturday, and may be the Scots first
the varsity level as soon as this look at Rambey as a varsity player.

--

ments for .this
schiorship are

:

TRAVEL WITH

N

Scholarship

2.

AND

AIRLINE TICKETS
DISCOUNT CRUISES-VACATIOPLANNING

for. the Paul
Douglas

points. .Then in me championship
game they defeated Wheaton, 77-6as Aukamp scored 20.
The Scots also beat Kenyon

Kent State Transfer to
Add to Scots1 Depth

INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS

has received
; applications

Program

Septs Riding Nine
Win
Game
Streak
Continued from
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Woosterto
Host 1992
Division m Golf
Championship
NEWS SERVICES RELEASE
The College ofWoosier has been
chosen by the NCAA to host the
1 992 Division ID Golf Championship in May.
The
event will
be held at the Wooster Country
Club May 2 andfealure 120 of
the nation's top golfers.
Following a practice round and
banquet on Monday, May 1 8, golfers will tee off between 8 a.m. and
1: 15 pjn. in each of the four rounds.
Wooster, which won the first
Division III Championsh ip in 1 975,
is no stranger to national championships. The Scots have appeared
in 19 of the last 22 NCAA tournaments, including 1978 and 1983
when they also served as hosts.
In fact, Wooster 's success in
hosting previous national champi
onship tournaments, including atfour-day,72-h-

ole

19-2-

tendance and revenue potential,
was a major factor in the site selection. In addition, the quality and
availability of the Wooster Coun
try Club as well as us geographic
accessibility were integral elements
in the NCAA's decision to return
to the city.
To host a national championship is quite an honor, both for the

College and community." said
Wooster head coach Bob Nye. "In
order for the event to be successful, it will take the cooperation of
many, many people, but we are
looking forward to the challenge."
S ix geographic districts win send

teams to the tournament. Wooster
competes in District Four, which
also includes teams from Indiana.
Michigan, and Wisconsin.

Methodist of North Carolina.
which captured the Division III
title in 1990 and 1991. is the defending champion, but Cal State
Stanislaus, which has since moved
up to Division II. is the
leader, having won 12 of the 17
previous championships.
A celebrity golf outing is being
planned fot eh practice round on
May 1 8. The event will take place
prior to the opening banquet
Woofer n currently ranked fifth
in the 1 992 Golf Coaches Association of America Preseason PoIL
all-ti-

me

ME n;s

s trealdes Scots Rem Record to 13-- 2
basketball

DINO DISANTO
Voice Assistant Sports Editor

with
Mike Morgan '94
8:48 left in the first half ignited a 12-- 3
Wooster run and propelled the Scots to
a 83-5-8 confrence win over Allegheny.
The win gives the Scots a 6-- 1 North
Coast Athletic Conference record and
a 13-- 2 overall mark.
Allegheny falls to 3 in the NCAC
and 6 overall record.
er
at the top of
Morgan's
Gator run which
the key stopped a
had cut the Scots lead to
Todd Jones' layup at 12:22 started
the Gators run. Derrick Owens hit a
layup and then capped the run with a
three pointer to draw Allegheny wi thin
one.
Owensendcd the night with 12 points
to lead the Gators.
The Gators zone defense gave the
Scots problems early on. "We missed
a lot of easy shots early," said head
coach Steve Moore.
Stan Aukamp 92. though, took control with 6:35 left in the first half.
Aukamp scored ten of the Scots last
twelve points on five of seven shooting. The other basket came frcn Scott
Mwch 95.
jumper with 31
Aukarnp's
in the first half extended the Scots lead
to eleven, the biggest of the game.
Aukamp ended the night with 22
points on eleven of thirteen shooting
from the field.
Another Aukamp jump shot gave
the Scots a 4 half time lead.
play
Erich Riebe'i '92 three-poi25 seconds into the second half started
the Scots off running.
Riebe scored 13 second half points
and 17 points for the nighL Riebe. the
Scots leading scorer at 16.4 point per
game, played nearly flawless basket-bathree-point-

er

4--

8--

three-point-

7-- 0

16-1- 5.

six-fo- ot

33-2-

nt

n.

Riebe hit six of ten shots from the
field and had six assists. Riebe is
currently second in the NCAC with
range.
50.9 from three-poiA Sean RobertsfoCow up with 17: 14
in the game closed the Gators within
nt

eigH."33-3- a

-

That would be as close as the Gators
would get to the Scots the rest of the
EaxM Riebe "92 gives thz "no loo"
night as Riebe connected on a
Dam Stefamuc
to push the lead back toeleven.
The culmination of the game came teen points, with a team highs in assists
hen Doug Mcincn 94 slammed home with eight, and rebounds with eleven.
"Mcincn played an excellent game,"
a dunk with 5:25 lo play. The dunk
Moore of the teams leading
said
extended the Scots lead to 27 points,
70-4with 7.6 per game.
rebounder
the biggest of the game. 5.
Scots
once again played tena
The
Mcincn ended iJenJ&ht with four- three-point- er

.

pass aoainst Gove Cmr Cotirra in the Mose Hole Classic. Photo by
cious defense by holding the Gators to
38 from the field and forcing Allegheny into 18 turnovers.
The Scots lead the NCAC in team
defense by holding opponents to only
57 points pergame. They also lead the

league in defensive Held goal

38.

"That's a key stat.
pcrcentageat
we'd like to keep it up." said Moore.
Allegheny, though, was without its
top player Alex Davis. Davis leads the

Continued on page
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